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Dear reader
Switzerland currently devotes around CHF 1.2 billion in annual funding to university
medical faculties. Transparent accounting is hindered by the fact that cost accounting
practices vary considerably from one university hospital to another. As a result, it is not
possible to determine what proportion of this funding is used for medical research and
which portion is used for teaching. However, funding for research is certainly much
higher than funding for teaching.
How many doctors does Switzerland need? While this is mainly a health policy question, education policy falls short when labour force shortages can only be met by importing medical staff who have been trained outside of Switzerland.
In its ERI Dispatch for 2017–2020, the Federal Council requested CHF 100 million in
funding for a special programme in support of degree programmes in human medicine. In the summer session of the Swiss Parliament, the Council of States showed
support for this initiative, which is aimed at remedying the current situation. Over the
four-year budgetary period, this funding would be broken down into annual budgetary allocations of 25 million.
Although 25 million a year correspond to only around 2% of the above-mentioned
total annual expenditure, the forecasted impact will be considerable: the response to
the call for tenders in relation to the programme shows strong interest from various
cantons and indicates that the number of holders of Swiss Master’s degrees in human
medicine could increase by about 60% between now and the year 2025.
The National Council will examine the ERI Dispatch in the autumn session. One of the
guiding principles of this document is the “effective and efficient use of resources”.
The special programme in human medicine is an illustration of this political resolve.

Mauro Dell’Ambrogio
Secrétaire d'Etat à la formation, à la recherche et à l'innovation
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The first Swiss Cyber Risk Research Conference 2016

What can be done to counter cyber risks?
Information and communications technology is developing at breakneck speed. The flip side of this are cyber risks, such
as system obstruction, data theft and cyber espionage. More than 300 experts from Switzerland and abroad discussed
ways of improving protection against cyber risks at the first Swiss Cyber Risk Research Conference, organised by SERI
and held at the EPF Lausanne in May.

“The era of quantum
technology has begun”

Swiss Tech Convention Center, EPFL. Photos: Christophe Stolz, SERI

Following the Federal Council’s decision
in 2013 to adopt a national strategy to
protect Switzerland against cyber risks,
SERI was tasked with coordinating implementation of the first of sixteen measures
aimed at protecting the country against
these new risks in the medium to long
term. A key requirement of this first measure is to conduct research.
In order to fulfil the task, a SERI-chaired
interdepartmental steering group of
specialists was established. The steering
group proposed that a conference devoted to presenting the research topics in this
field would be the best way of:
• promoting cooperation within the field
of research into cyber risks in Switzerland;
• creating a Swiss cyber research community of researchers, university lecturers
and actors working in the field of cyber
risks in Switzerland;
• presenting various aspects and ideas
from leading global research into protection against cyber risks.
The organisers of the event were fortunate to have the participation of leading
researchers, teachers and industry play4

ers who came to share their valuable
experience in the field. Sixteen speakers
approached the theme from their individual perspectives, addressed areas where
action is needed and presented possible
solutions.
As he closed the conference, SNSF President Professor Martin Vetterli, a specialist
in communication systems, emphasised
that in the digital field, Switzerland must
remain at the cutting edge of computing
technology and computational science in
general if it wants to lead the fight against
cyber-attacks.

Contact
Adrian Rohner, SERI
President of the Research and Cyber
Training Steering Group and project
manager of Research and Training for
Protection Against Cyber Risks
 +41 58 463a 01 79
 adrian.rohner@sbfi.admin.ch
Further information
Meeting documents:
 www.sbfi.admin.ch/cyber-risk

Nicolas Gisin – a professor of physics at the University of Geneva
who developed a highly original
quantum cryptography method
which was honoured by MIT – outlined the new threats that future
quantum calculators could face and
how quantum cryptography can be
used to protect against these new
threats.
Professor Gisin noted that at present
there is virtually no collaboration between physicists and cryptographers.
He therefore proposed:
• creating a community of physicists
and cryptographers who would work
together on secure quantum cryptography;
• identifying appropriate uses for quantum algorithms, for example for mobile phones, consumer applications
and security for the majority of online
commerce;
• identifying appropriate uses for
quantum cryptography, for example by setting up a “Swiss quantum
backbone” to allow secure transmission of data between critical infrastructures and major data storage
centres.
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“The total lack of transparency has foreseeable consequences”

“We need to increase
response times at all
levels”

“Protecting critical infrastructure against cyber
threats”

Virgil Dorin Gligor, a professor at
Carnegie Mellon University who is
renowned for his research on cyber security, raised some important
questions in his somewhat provocatively-titled talk “NSA: the devil or
a security agency for democracy?”

Louis Marinos, senior expert at
the European Union Agency for
Network and Information Security
(ENISA), kicked off the event with
a presentation of the cyber threat
landscape. He explained how the
different types of threats manifest
themselves, why it is difficult to
identify the perpetrators of a cyber-attack with any certainty, and
what measures can be taken to provide effective protection against an
attack.

Ralph Langner, the renowned German researcher who discovered and
analysed Stuxnet, the computer virus that targeted Uranium enrichment centrifuges in Iran, discussed
the possibilities and implications of
cyber-attacks.

Professor Gligor clearly illustrated the
difficulties faced by government intelligence agencies. In particular, he explored the question of how countries
can specifically monitor their foreign
enemies (e.g. terrorists) in cyberspace
without targeting their own citizens,
and how assurance can be provided
to citizens that their own country’s intelligence services are not spying on
them.
Professor Gligor highlighted the following main findings from his research:
• The total lack of government transparency, for example through its lack of
communication, often leads to myths,
misconceptions and even conspiracy
theories. The ten or so well-known
cases at the NSA could potentially result in citizens losing confidence in the
government;
• When surveillance powers are reviewed, the competent courts in the
United States should hear all parties
in an impartial manner and make
sure they do not give the impression
of handing down biased decisions in
favour of government agencies;
• Legislation and policymaking in the
United States has to adapt to new
technologies, and the courts, even
with their in-depth knowledge, need
help to be able to understand new
technologies.

He emphasised that intelligence on the
threats was the key to all areas of risk
management and information security
management systems. He also highlighted the need to improve training for staff
specialising in risk management in order
to speed up response times when attacks
do occur.
Louis Marinos concluded by highlighting the need:
• to develop “applied statistics” models to improve the comparability of
information relating to cyber threats
and incidents;
• to create new models for seamlessly
operated security controls to be included in complex, smart end-user
environments;
• to develop effective computer models that can simulate the threat landscape and therefore allow users to
adopt the right protective responses
ahead of time;
• to invest in better vulnerability management and ways to monitor the
dark web.

Major cyber-attacks on physical systems
differ from acts of piracy in the following
ways:
• they may have an unacceptable impact on a country’s national security;
• they are planned and carried out by
engineers at government level and
not by computer hackers;
• they aim to take control of physical
systems for malicious purposes.
Ralph Langner cited a number of examples, such as the recent power outage in
the Ukrainian electricity grid, which was
paralysed by a cyber-attack. He also reminded the audience of the remarkable
effectiveness of the Stuxnet virus.
In addition, he explained how sophisticated digital and analogue security
systems could be compromised in order
to trigger an environmental disaster, for
example provoking a nuclear accident
by causing a plant’s security systems to
fail.
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Civics instruction at upper-secondary level

Well-established, implemented differently
Civics instruction is well established in the core syllabuses of baccalaureate schools, specialised schools and vocational
schools in Switzerland. Furthermore, it is given considerable importance compared to other cross-cutting themes. However, civics instruction varies according to the type of upper-secondary school and even the region of Switzerland. This is
the conclusion drawn by a federally commissioned study conducted by the University of Bern on the situation of civics
instruction at upper-secondary level. At the end of June 2016, the Federal Council took note of the corresponding report.
than in the French- and Italian-speaking
regions.

Civics instruction is intended to provide young people with an understanding of the political system, equip
them for their future political role as citizens and instil an interest in political issues. Photo: Parliamentary
Services 3003 Bern

This report was prepared in response to
a parliamentary procedural request (Postulate 13.3751: “Taking stock of civics
instruction at upper-secondary level”),
which was formulated in 2013 by former member of the National Council Ms
Josiane Aubert. The Federal Council was
asked to ascertain the extent to which
civics instruction is handled at upper-secondary level in Switzerland.
Included in school syllabuses
The study conducted by the University of
Bern shows that civics instruction content
set forth in core syllabuses is indeed included in cantonal and school syllabuses.
In most of the syllabuses examined, raising civics awareness was explicitly mentioned as a learning objective. Analysis of
syllabuses also showed that more recently drafted syllabuses tended to give even
more importance to civics instruction. As
a case in point, the Core Syllabus for Preparatory Courses for the Federal Vocation-

Core syllabuses



al Baccalaureate Examination (Core-FVB),
drafted in 2012, received above-average
scores in various respects.
Covered to different extents
However, there are noticeable differences
in the extent to which civics instruction is
handled in cantonal and school syllabuses, depending on the main orientation of
education and training and what linguistic region the course is being taught in.
This is a reflection of Switzerland’s federalist approach to education, where the
cantons and schools are free to decide
how best to handle civics instruction. The
study also shows that the content of civics
instruction in the syllabuses used by vocational schools for their FVB preparatory
courses are more extensively covered than
in the syllabuses used by baccalaureate
schools and specialised schools. Moreover, civics instruction receives much
more importance in syllabuses in the
German-speaking region of Switzerland

Cantonal and
school syllabuses



Classroom

Civics content contained in core syllabuses is included in cantonal and school syllabuses, which in turn form
the basis for how civics is taught in the classroom. Chart: SERI
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Pivotal role played by teachers
In addition to the design of syllabuses,
teachers play a pivotal role when it comes
to imparting civics content in the classroom. According to the study, teachers
devote more time to civics in the classroom when greater importance is given to
civics instruction in the syllabus that they
are required to use. At the same time,
pupils tend to give greater value to civics
when it is covered to a greater extent and
more precisely in the syllabuses that are
relevant to their orientation of education
and training.
Because authority over upper-secondary
level is split between the Confederation
and the cantons, the Federal Council intervenes where it can within the VET sector. It therefore consolidates civics instruction with each subsequent revision of core
syllabuses and training plans at national
level. At the same time, teachers need to
be made more aware of the importance
of civics instruction.
Contact
Katrin Frei, SERI
Head of VPET Policy
 +41 58 462 82 47
 katrin.frei@sbfi.admin.ch
Further information
Taking Stock of Civics Instruction at Upper-secondary Level. Report prepared in
response to Postulate 13.3751 Josiane
Aubert
 www.sbfi.admin.ch/studien
Expert report drafted by the University
of Bern
Politische Bildung auf der Sekundarstufe II
– eine Bilanz (Taking stock of civics instruction at upper-secondary level, in German)
 www.sbfi.admin.ch/studien
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Initiatives outside the classroom
The study conducted by the University of Bern also mentions the existence of a broad range of initiatives outside the classroom
that are aimed at improving civics knowledge among young people.
In recent years, various projects have been launched to promote civics knowledge and the acquisition of skills that will enable
young people to assume their role as citizens. These projects are intended to encourage young people to become more politically
involved outside the classroom. Such projects include the work being done by the Federal Youth Session and various initiatives
taken by cantonal and communal youth parliaments, which include submitting petitions directly for political processes. Other
extra-parliamentary projects have been carried out by the ‘Schulen nach Bern’ and ‘Jugend debattiert’ associations and the
‘Campus Demokratie’ project launched in 2015. In addition, the Swiss Federation of Youth Parliaments has produced various
internet-based solutions and platforms, including the easyvote.ch project.

International VPET Congress 2016 in Winterthur

Fruitful exchanges on elements of success in vocational
and professional education and training
In 2014, SERI launched the International Congress on Vocational and Professional Education and Training (VPET Congress) in Winterthur. It was their goal to strengthen VPET in an international context, to further develop it and promote international cooperation. In June 2016, the event – which is organised by Location Promotion Winterthur Region – was held a second time. The Congress attracted much interest: 450 individuals from 80 different nations took
part. In addition to VET experts and individuals from the worlds of politics, business and science, twelve ministers attended the congress. Key elements of VET that are successful worldwide and knowledge gained through international
cooperation projects were central topics of conversation.
Diverse programme with new
elements
One of the highlights of this Congress
were the keynote speeches held by prominent speakers including Serbian Prime
Minister Aleksandar Vučić, EU Commissioner Marianne Thyssen, Indian Minister
of State for Skill Development and Entrepreneurship Rajiv Pratap Rudy, OECD
representative Deborah Roseveare, Brazilian CEO Luiz Cassiano Rando Rosolen, US
Ambassador Suzan G. LeVine, American
CEO Noel Ginsburg and Ursula Renold,
Head of the Comparative Education System Research Division at ETH Zurich.

Following the second VPET Congress’ theme, “From Skills to Prosperity – Sharing Elements of Success”,
visitors were given many different opportunities to share ideas and make new discoveries.
Photos: Location Promotion Winterthur

President Johann N. Schneider-Ammann
opened the second VPET Congress in
Winterthur. Participants benefitted from
diverse opportunities to exchange ideas,
make new discoveries and network – all
under the official theme of “From Skills

to Prosperity – Sharing Elements of Success”. The event was hosted by Arthur
Honegger, former foreign correspondent
in the US and current moderator of the
television show “10vor10”.

Also very well received was the panel
discussion that examined current issues
in VET from a government and private
viewpoint in different countries, namely
Switzerland, Brazil and Japan. A new addition to the Congress’ programme was
a refreshing conversation held between a
CEO (Marcel Pawlicek, the head of Burckhardt Compression) and an apprentice
(Sasiprapha Krämer of UBS).
Visitors were given the opportunity to
speak with representatives from educa7
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tional institutions and businesses, and
even with apprentices and students
themselves at thirteen different stands
in the Skills Village. This gave them
insights into the Swiss VPET system
and projects carried out by the various
stand operators. The joint stall shared
by SERI and the State Secretariat for
Economic Affairs (seco) was to a large
extent set up and manned by their apprentices (see our interview with Andrea
Labrada, SERI). The apprentices provided
information in various languages, including in the Congress’ official language,
English – and to the delight of the delegations in question, even in Serbian and
Tamil.
Towards the end of the first day, the Short
Talks were held under the title ‘Beyond
Skills – Tales of Success’. Testimonials were
given by Ueli Steck (extreme rock climber
and skilled carpenter), Zita Langenstein
(first female butler at the English royal
court and Head of Advanced Training at
GastroSuisse), Adriano Toninelli (watchmaker and educator) and Georgina
Casparis (curatorial coordinator), the latter co-creators of the Manifesta 11 art biennale in Zurich. In all cases, VET proved
to be the starting point of their careers.
They also discussed the many different
prospects available to them within the
Swiss education system.

Just as they had been during the first Congress, tours of educational institutions and local businesses were
highly sought after and consequently booked up early.

Interactive seminars and site visits
On the second day, visitors attended
seminars and shared in more depth country-specific good practices and knowledge
gained from international cooperation
and bilateral projects. For example, in the
Share Good Practices seminar a large audience was introduced to the content and
structure of the Toolbox for Apprenticeship Development, which was co-founded
by Switzerland, Denmark, Germany and
Austria. Participants were then invited to

SDC introduction day
The Swiss Agency for Development
and Cooperation (SDC) organised
an introduction day ahead of the VPET
Congress, in which it presented Swiss
dual-track VET to 70 experts and government officials from around 20
partner countries and regions. A majority of SDC introduction day participants then took part in the VPET
Congress.

discuss what had been presented. In the
Current Topics seminar, insight was given
into three projects from Sweden, Serbia
and Belgium. The Transfer Projects seminar presented initial results of a cooperation initiative between the Bern University
of Applied Sciences (BFH) and Gabon to
strengthen the Gabonese wood industry,
as well as cooperation in various areas between the Swiss Federal Institute for Vocational Education and Training (SFIVET)
and the Bulgaria.

In the Skills Village, visitors were given the opportunity to interact with educational institutions, businesses
and learners.
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Just as they had been during the first Congress, tours of educational institutions and
local businesses were highly sought after
and consequently booked up early. During these all-day excursions, participants
in three tour groups were able to experience Swiss VET programmes up close.
Apprentices and training professionals in
the respective schools gave presentations,
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tours through the facilities, and vividly described the pillars of Swiss VET.
Swiss representatives seized the opportunity given by this Congress to meet with
several international delegations and representatives of inter and supranational organisations (see SERI News, June 2016).
Contact
Sandro Stübi, SERI
Scientific Advisor, Baccalaureates and
Projects Section
 +41 58 465 13 71
sandro.stuebi@sbfi.admin.ch

Facts and figures
• Organisation: Location Promotion Winterthur Region is responsible for carrying
out the VPET Congress. The Congress is supported by the State Secretariat for
Education, Research and Innovation (SERI), and various partners and sponsors.
• Objective: Strengthen the position of VET at international level
• Participants: In 2016, around 450 specialists from 80 different countries attended
the event
• Next Congress: the third VPET Congress will take place from 6–8 June 2018 in
Winterthur.

Further information
 www.vpet-congress.ch

“They wanted to know whether we receive a wage”
At the end of June, Andrea Labrada successfully finished her VET
programme in commerce at SERI
and received her Federal Vocational
Baccalaureate. At the VPET Congress
in Winterthur, she was one of the
apprentices who manned SERI’s information desk. They had many exciting and surprising conversations.
What were the visitors at your stand
interested in learning more about?
Andrea Labrada: The visitors at the VPET
Congress were very interested in learning more about the apprentices’ point
of view and how we experienced our
training. We were often asked how old
we were. They also wanted to know if
we were being paid to do our training
and how much less we were making
than the average fully trained employee.
We were also asked many practical
questions, for instance, what number of
days do we spend at school or at work,
respectively? Who pays for textbooks
and do we get to keep them? Do we

wear school uniforms and if so: who pays
for them?
Visitors were also very interested in our
personal reasons for choosing to do vocational education and training. Apparently, apprenticeships have a lower status in
the visitors’ native countries than they do
here. When answering these questions,
I took the opportunity to relay a lot of
information on the Federal Vocational
Baccalaureate and the option we have to
attend a university of applied sciences. I
was surprised to learn that many of the
visitors did not know what a university of
applied sciences was.
What were the visitors surprised to learn?
How young apprentices are and that they
receive wages from the very beginning.
Many visitors were also surprised to hear
that that vocational qualifications can
be pursued in a commercial field as well
and not just in agricultural or skilled trade
areas – areas they consider less prestigious.
They were also amazed by the multitude
of opportunities for subsequent training.

Andrea Labrada, commercial apprentice working
at SERI. Photo: Christophe Stolz, SERI

How did you experience the VPET
Congress?
The Congress was a good opportunity
for me to get to know many new people, cultures and different VET systems
from all over the world. And I now know
more about the Swiss VPET system, the
relevant English terminology, and I now
have many contacts to do internships in
the Congo, Mozambique and Myanmar
for my tourism studies at the School of
Management & Tourism in Sierre.
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2015 Annual Report of the Swiss Conference of Higher Education Institutions

Quite a busy first year
At the end of May, the Plenary Assembly of the Swiss Conference of Higher Education Institutions adopted its first
annual report. In addition to development and consolidation of new bodies and committees, the first items on the
agenda for 2015 included new accreditation guidelines and the special programme in support of degree programmes
in human medicine. All things considered, 2015 was quite a busy year for the Swiss Conference of Higher Education
Institutions, which rapidly found its bearings within the new landscape created by the Higher Education Act.

The Swiss Conference of Higher Education Institutions is the highest policymaking body within the Swiss higher education sector. It convened for the first time in February 2015. It is chaired by Federal Councillor Johann
N. Schneider-Ammann, who is assisted by two vice-presidents. In the photo, we see Federal Councillor Regine
Aeppli (ZH), who was replaced by Federal Councillor Bernhard Pulver in May 2015 (BE) and Cantonal Councillor
Anne-Catherine Lyon (VD). Photo: Béatrice Devènes

In 2006, Swiss voters adopted a series
of constitutional amendments on education, including Art. 63a, Cst. (Higher
education institutions). Paragraph 3 of
this article states that the Confederation
and the Cantons are jointly responsible
for the coordination and guarantee of
quality in Swiss higher education. In order to fulfil their duties, a framework of
suitable bodies and instruments was
established through enactment of the
Higher Education Act (HEdA, SR 414.20).
HEdA came into force in 2015 – bringing
Swiss higher education policy into a new
era.
Presidium comprised of both federal
and cantonal representatives
The Swiss Conference of Higher Education Institutions is the highest policymaking body within the Swiss higher
education sector. It convenes either as
the Plenary Assembly or as the Higher
Education Council. The head of the Federal Department of Economic Affairs,
Education and Research (EAER), Feder10

al Councillor Johann N. Schneider-Ammann, chairs both types of meetings. He
is assisted by two vice-presidents, who
are representatives of cantons that subsidise higher education institutions. In
2015, these were Cantonal Councillor
Anne-Catherine Lyon (VD) and Cantonal
Councillor Regine Aeppli (ZH). The latter
stepped down in April and was replaced
by Cantonal Councillor Bernhard Pulver
(BE) on 26 May 2015. In its first year,
the Presidium convened a total of seven
meetings and informed the public about
important items of business
All cantons represented in the
Plenary Assembly
As the Plenary Assembly, the Swiss Conference of Higher Education Institutions
has the following composition: the head
of the EAER and the education department heads of all 20 cantons and 6
half-cantons that signed the Intercantonal
Agreement on Cooperation in Higher Education (ICA-CHE). The Plenary Assembly
convened twice in 2015.

The Plenary Assembly handles matters
pertaining to the rights and obligations
of the Confederation and all cantons.
In 2015, items on the agenda included the Federal Council Dispatch on the
Promotion of Education, Research and
Innovation for 2017-2020 and the new
terms set forth in the HEdA for federal
funding of higher education institutions.
In particular, the members of the Plenary Assembly assessed the model devised
by SERI for the allocation of core federal
funding to higher education institutions.
They also discussed other matters, e.g. the
maximum duration of studies, disciplines
and reference costs. A clear consensus
emerged that priority must be given to
maintaining and reinforcing the current –
and quite successful – distinction drawn
between Swiss tier-one universities (i.e.
cantonal universities and two federal institutes of technology) and Swiss universities
of applied sciences (UAS).
Subsidising cantons represented in
the Higher Education Council
When convened as the Higher Education
Council, the Swiss Conference of Higher
Education Institutions has the following
composition: one member of the Federal Council and fourteen members of
the cantonal governments of sponsoring
cantons. The Higher Education Council
handles matters pertaining to the tasks
performed by subsidising cantons.
The Higher Education Council convened
on four occasions in 2015. During these
four meetings, members handled a range
of statutory business such as the issuance
of the Organisational Regulations of the
Swiss Conference of Higher Education
Institutions, Organisational Regulations
of the bodies responsible for university
buildings and the Staffing Rules for the
Higher Education Council. Members also
were asked to approve the Organisational
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Regulations of the Swiss Conference of
Rectors of Higher Education Institutions
(swissuniversities), that of the Swiss Accreditation Council, that of the Swiss Accreditation Agency and the Regulation on
Fees of the Swiss Accreditation Council.
A solid broad-based foundation
A range of other important stakeholders
in Swiss higher education, research and
innovation policymaking take part in an
advisory capacity in the meetings of both
the Plenary Assembly and in the Higher
Education Council.
In addition, the Higher Education Council
established two standing committees to
deal with technical issues and represent its
interests in coordination meetings within
the Swiss higher education sector. One
standing committee is comprised of representatives of professional organisations,
so that their concerns may be taken into
account in the decision-making process
of the Conference of Higher Education
Institutions. Acting in an advisory capacity,
they attend the meetings of the Conference of Higher Education Institutions. The
other standing committee is responsible
for matters pertaining to medical research
and study programmes at higher education institutions. It is comprised of eleven health and education policymakers.
Because medicine is a particularly costly

field, the issue of shortages of doctors is
best handled within the framework of this
specialised committee.
Main highlights in 2015
The new accreditation guidelines form an
important frame of reference for accreditation procedures. Preparatory work on
these guidelines already began in 2014.
With the intention of getting HEdA-compliant accreditation procedures started as
efficiently as possible, the Higher Education Council approved the new accreditation guidelines in the summer of 2015.
In both the Plenary Assembly and the
Higher Education Council, members extensively discussed the new provisions set
forth in the HEdA. These will be decided
definitively in 2016 and will go into effect on 1 January 2017. Members also
discussed federal project grants in support
of innovation and cooperation between
higher education institutions during the
ERI budget period 2017–2020. Based on
the recommendation formulated by the
Swiss Conference of Rectors of Higher
Education Institutions (swissuniversities),
the Higher Education Council approved
16 project outlines in May 2015. This initial round of project outlines then gave
way to the final round in which swissuniversities submitted 14 definitive project
proposals with a requested budget of
around CHF 125 million. The Higher Ed-

ucation Council approved all 14 of these
project proposals in May 2016, subject
to the decisions of the Swiss Parliament
concerning the Federal Council Dispatch
on the Promotion of Education, Research
and Innovation for 2017–2002.
In the field of medicine, important milestones were achieved. The Higher Education Council backed the special programme adopted by the Federal Council
in support of degree programmes in
human medicine, for which the Federal
Council wishes to allocate an additional
CHF 100 million. The aim of this programme is to reach a sustainable level of
1,300 Swiss Master’s degrees in Human
Medicine awarded each year starting from
2025. The members of the Higher Education Council also extensively discussed
the aptitude test for medical studies. A
short-term objective is to take targeted
measures to prevent previously observed
irregularities from reoccurring. At the
same time, fundamental questions were
raised on the nature of this future aptitude
test. Finally, the Higher Education Council
took note of progress made on a survey of
the costs of teaching, conducting research
and pursuing further training in human
medicine. The results of this survey should
be ready by the end of 2017 and will be
taken into account in discussions on future funding of medical studies.
Contact
Bernadette Hänni, SERI
Deputy Head of SHK Secretariat
 +41 58 462 75 55
 bernadette.haenni@sbfi.admin.ch
Further information
The 2015 Annual Report can be found
here (in German and French):
 www.shk.ch/rapports-annuels-cshe.html

The Higher Education Act came into force in 2015 – bringing Swiss higher education policy into a new era.
Photo: Iris Krebs
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Particle physics

Well-positioned Swiss research
The Restricted Composition of the European Committee for Future Accelerators met this spring at the ETH Zurich to
critically review the Swiss scientific community’s research into particle physics. As future scientific challenges in this
area will call for targeted and coordinated research, the Committee commended the Swiss scientific community’s excellence, dynamism and its capacity to benefit greatly from the framework provided by Switzerland.
State Secretary confirmed the excellence
and dynamism of the Swiss particle physics research community. Recognising the
overall outstanding quality of research
conducted in Switzerland, the Committee
noted in particular the activities centred
around CERN, research in low and high
energy, astroparticle physics, as well as
the efforts made to transfer technology
and popularise science. The Committee
praised the exceptional performance of a
system that encourages research based on
researchers’ own initiative, and the availability of appropriate financing instruments
that let the scientific community access
state-of-the-art facilities and instruments.

Swiss researchers in particle physics successfully take part in international projects such as the ATLAS project at
CERN. ATLAS is a particle detector at the Large Hadron Collider. It was used, among other things, to prove the
existence of the Higgs-Boson – an important element in our search to understand mass.

Established in 1963, the European Committee for Future Accelerators (ECFA) aims
to strengthen coordination between the
scientific communities within CERN member states, particularly in the construction
of infrastructures dedicated to particle
physics. The Restricted Composition of
ECFA (R-ECFA) has expanded its activities
over time, and has emerged as the organisation with the necessary legitimacy
to evaluate strategies and research programmes in particle physics put forth by
the CERN member states.
Periodic reviews in the member states
The R-ECFA Committee comprises renowned researchers and meets approximately every seven years in a CERN member or associated state. It is customary for
the local scientific community and state
authorities to receive the Committee and
present their current activities in the field
of particle physics. This presentation gives
an overview of not only the research conducted since the previous meeting, but
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also the measures directed at training
young academics and encouraging research. A special focus is placed on the
investment policy for research infrastructures necessary to meet the scientific community’s needs.
After each meeting, the Committee writes
a letter to the authorities detailing its observations and recommendations. Meetings were previously held in Switzerland
in 2002 and 2009. Following a recommendation made by the R-ECFA after its
meeting held in 2002, the Swiss particle
physics community decided to form an
official institution to be called the Swiss
Institute of Particle Physics (CHIPP).
High marks for Switzerland
The 2016 meeting took place at the
ETH Zurich in April. ETHZ rector Sarah
Springman and State Secretary Mauro
Dell’Ambrogio took part in the event.
Following one and a half days of intense
discussions, the Committee’s letter to the

Contact
Patrice Soom, SERI
Scientific Advisor, International Research
Organisations
 +41 58 462 89 42
 patrice.soom@sbfi.admin.ch
Further information
European Committee for Future
Accelerators:
 https://ecfa.web.cern.ch
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“Attracting international talent strengthens the standing of the Swiss particle
physics”

Professeur Tatsuya Nakada, EPF Lausanne

What are the main concrete outcomes
of the 2016 R-ECFA visit for Swiss researchers?
Professor Tatsuya Nakada: The general state of Swiss particle physics
has been acknowledged as healthy
and well balanced. At the same time,
Swiss researchers feel encouraged to
keep working hard to maintain and
even strengthen their position in the
worldwide particle physics community.
Areas where additional support would
be needed have been recognized and
pointed out by the committee.
What are the benefits resulting from
the establishment of CHIPP for the
Swiss particle physics community?
Swiss research groups are generally
well supported by the Confederation

and the Cantons. CHIPP coordination
work aims at an even better use of
those resources. CHIPP brings together
the Swiss particle physics community
to moderate the scientific aspiration
and needs of the community and to
project its long term vision. CHIPP communicates this information to relevant
authorities in a coherent manner in
order to facilitate the optimal planning
and usage of available resources. This
is particularly important for big science,
such as particle and astroparticle physics, where large scale infrastructures
and long-term commitments are required. Outreach and education at a
nation-wide level is also coordinated by
CHIPP.
What are the edges of Swiss particle
physics in international comparison?
Swiss particle physics community has
two distinctive advantages: Switzerland is one of the two host states of
CERN and it has a national laboratory,
PSI, which provides world class muon
and ultra-cold neutron facilities for
precision particle physics experiments.
Swiss groups are fully exploiting them
and play prominent roles in the LHC,
neutrino and so called intensity frontier
physics experiments. The part played by
the Swiss groups in astroparticle physics is also rapidly growing. Attracting
international talents, a long tradition

of Switzerland, strengthens further the
standing of the Swiss community in
particle physics.

Contact
Professor Tatsuya Nakada, EPFL
 tatsuya.nakada@epfl.ch

Tatsuya Nakada has been a professor
at the EPFL since 2003. He became the
Chair of the Swiss Institute of Particle
Physics (CHIPP) this year. Professor Nakada is a member of several scientific commissions and advisory boards at leading
high-energy physics research institutions
around the world. He has been the Chair
of CERN’s highest scientific body, the
Scientific Policy Committee (SPC) since
2014.

Exploring the limits of our knowledge
Particle physics probes the basic building blocks of matter and their interactions, which determine the structure and properties
of the extreme diversity of matter in the universe. It aims at explaining what holds the world together in its most fundamental
constituents.
In 2003, the Swiss institutes conducting research in particle physics joined together to form the Swiss Institute of Particle Physics
(CHIPP). The institute’s public website has recently become a thematic portal for particle physics activities conducted at the Swiss
Academy of Sciences.
Further information  www.chipp.ch  www.particlephysics.ch
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ERI news
COST Annual Report for 2015 published

SERI Autumn VET Conference

European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) is
a European-wide intergovernmental platform for the coordination and networking of research activities. Switzerland is a
founding member. SERI is responsible for the financial, scientific and administrative aspects of COST affairs in Switzerland.
SERI has recently published the 2015 Annual Report on Swiss
Participation in COST. Among other things, this report states
that by at end of 2015, Swiss researchers were involved in
289 out of a total of 342 ongoing COST Actions. The annual
report presents facts and figures as well as two success stories, which illustrate the importance of COST for researchers.
Further information
 www.sbfi.admin.ch/cost-e

SERI’s traditional Autumn VET Conference will be held this year
in Bern on 15 November 2016. This conference will be devoted to the topic “job profiles – where do they come from and
where are they headed?” Among other things, the following
questions will be addressed: how have job profiles chanced
over time? How will they change in the future and what factors
influence job profiles?
The diverse programme schedule will include keynote speeches, project presentations, case studies, input from learners and
discussions. The registration form and additional information
will be posted on the SERI website in mid-August 2016.
Contact:  danielle.jeanneret@sbfi.admin.ch

New head of SERI Space Office
In mid-July 2016, Dr Renato
Krpoun took over from Daniel Neuenschwander as head of
SERI’s Space Office and became a
member of SERI’s Executive Committee. Renato Krpoun completed
his Master’s degree at the Federal
Institute of Technology Lausanne
in 2004 and obtained his PhD in
2009 with his thesis on “Microsystems and Microelectronics”. Before
joining SERI, he worked as a project
manager for RUAG in the United
States, where he was responsible
for launchers and development of
the branch office in Alabama.
Contact:
 renato.krpoun@sbfi.admin.ch

NQF VPQ – first referencing of qualifications published
The National Qualifications Framework for Vocational and
Professional Qualifications (NQF VPQ) ensures international
comparability of Swiss upper-secondary level vocational qualifications and tertiary-level professional qualifications. Each
formal qualification within the Swiss VPET system has been
referenced to an eight-level grid, which indicates the competences required in order to obtain the given qualification.
SERI published the NQF VPQ levels for the first 28 referenced
qualifications in January 2016. The NQF VPQ levels for the
next 54 referenced qualifications were published in July 2016.
Of the current total of 82 referenced qualifications, 25 are
vocational qualifications and 57 are professional qualifications.
It was observed that the referencing process required considerable material resources and was very time-consuming for
the sponsoring professional organisations. With the approval
of the Federal Commission for Vocational and Professional
Education and Training (EBBK), SERI therefore decided to add
a more streamlined referencing procedure to the existing referencing procedure.
Further information
 www.sbfi.admin.ch/nqf
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NUMBER

935

International Physics Olympiad 2016
Participating countries

87

Languages spoken

50

Young people aged 14–19

400

Leaders and observers
(physicists and others)

275

Guides (volunteers)

100

Markers (correctors of examinations)

90

Organisational and academic committee

70

Total no. of people involved

935

The International Physics Olympiad
was held at the University of Zurich in
mid-July. Competing in this major event
– which was co-sponsored by Switzerland and Liechtenstein – were the
top five students of each participating
country’s own national Olympiad. Over
a period of two days of testing, these
young contestants demonstrated their
knowledge of theory and their knowhow in experimentation. In addition to
the scientific aspect, great emphasis is
placed to the bonding aspect of intercultural exchange between young people from all over the world. A diversified
overall programme offered this opportunity.
In the spirit of the 2016 International
Physics Olympiad, participants experienced passion, voluntary commitment
and a high level of performance firsthand. For years, young people in Switzerland have competed at national scientific Olympiads in seven disciplines:
Biology, Chemistry, Geography, IT,
Mathematics, Philosophy and Physics.
The purpose of national scientific Olympiads is to challenge young people in
upper-secondary schools and encourage
them to pursue university studies in science later on. The Confederation sponsors these Olympiads as part of its policy to support education, research and
innovation.
Further information
2016 International Physics Olympiad:
 www.ipho2016.org
Association of Swiss Scientific
Olympiads:
 www.olympiads.ch

Opening ceremony of the 2016 International Physics Olympiad held at the University of Zurich.
Photo: IPhO, Pascal Sommer
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ERI I PHOTO OF THE MONTH

What do theatre studies and wood engineering studies have in common? Most people would find little, if nothing at all, apart from
the fact that the Bern University of Applied Sciences (BFH) offers Bachelor’s degree programmes in both disciplines, and the fact
that BFH has an affiliated college of the arts. And yet, appearances can be deceiving – synergies exist even here.
During preparations for the annual one-week meeting of students and faculty from acting colleges from Germany, Austria and
Switzerland, which was held in Bern in June, the organisers realised that there wasn’t enough suitable accommodation for the
various participants from abroad. The problem was solved by setting up 21 pavilions at the Eichholz camping ground in Bern. This
sustainability project was developed by students and faculty of the BFH Department of Architecture, Wood and Civil Engineering.
The State Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation (SERI) sponsored the event to encourage the international exchange
of knowledge and excellence in theatre studies at higher education level. Photo: Christophe Stolz, SERI
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